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Catherine von Schwind: Wacky Week.
Three hole ledger book bound with thread;
assorted decorated card stock an text weight
papers; colored pencils; digital images and
collage elements all reveal altered realities.

Kate Riordan: Four Novels. I was stumped when I first thought
about the theme, but then I got to thinking about books, and what
we perceive as “reality” when reading one. You expect pages
when you open the cover of a book – what if that were altered and
instead of the pages of a book, you found another book cover? I
chose four books that use the four points of the compass in their
titles. Then, I took it to the extreme – not once but four times.
When you open the cover, expecting the pages of a book you find
yet another cover. Of course, when you finally make it all the way
in, instead of a book, you find paper I found in the recycle bin
of a local printer. They were the test sheets for stationery and I
thought the overprinting was very cool.

Peggy Marrs: Hummingbirds. The picture of the woman with the birds was sent to me years ago and I kept it on my desktop.
Then another person sent an expanded edition of the same pictures, taken by her husband. The other pictures are from Google
and data is from www.hummingbirds.net. To see a slow-motion video of the birds flying to observe their figure 8 flapping, go
to “Click on Answers”; scroll down to “How Fast Do Hummingbirds wings beat?” Cover paper is card stock. Pages are Hammermill Color Copy. Font is Bradley Hand.

Michele Kamprath: Altered Reality.
Mixed media treatment to a child’s cardboard book. Media utilized: crackle paste,
gesso, medium gel paste, acrylics, various
inks, stamps, papers and cloth.
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Bonnie Julien: Real Lemons. Styrofoam lemon; brass hinge and screws; gesso;
superglue; magnetic tape; cardstock; foam board; faux suede trim; and my photographs all come together to make an altered reality lemon which looks like the
real thing!

Dolores Guffey: Animals Are People Too has an accordion spine on which the photographs I took
of the mural animals were resized in Print Master, silhouette cut, and rearranged in a different position from the original mural. The mural, painted by the Rural Burl Mural Bureau, is located on the
Courthouse Market wall at 905 4th Street, Eureka, CA. The band, which wraps around the book to
hold it closed, shows the full mural. These animals are definitely altered reality!

Margaret Beech: Home and Homelessness. The idea for the book structure is from Cloth Paper Scissors Nov/Dec 2008. It
uses the cover from a redundant hardback book for the cover and mat board for the pages which are covered in a collage from
homemaking publicity on one side and crumpled brown Kraft paper on the other. The words are all from homeless people from
a 1999 copy of The Big Issue – a UK street paper. The pages and cover (which gives a roof shape) are bound with course string
and the open book stands up well to suggest a house shape. I have had the idea to make a book contrasting the images of home
and homelessness for many years and the theme “Altered Realities” seemed a good opportunity to do it now.

